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Introduction
• Molecular biology for the
bioinformaticist * Long
• Microarrays Long Med Short
• Gene measurement * Long
• Fold-difference calculations Link
• Measurement noise Link
• Reproducibility Long Short
• Using microarrays is not
hypothesis-free Link

Analytic methods
• Multiple-chip analysis methods
Long Med Short
• Relevance Networks * Link
• Advantages of Relevance Networks
Link
• Model-independence Long Short
• Causality (real data) Link

Real data and relevance networks
• Cancer Pharmacogenomics * Link
• CardioGenomics Link
• Muscular Dystrophy * Link
• Laboratory / Phenotypic Long Short
Bio+medical informatics
• Data types in bioinformatics Link
• Parallels between medical and bioinformatics * Link
• Developing diagnostic tests * Link
Advanced analysis and future directions
• Differential analysis (real data) Link
• Publicly available tools Link
• Web-based microarray tools * Link
• Linking results to findings with
Unchip Link
• PGA Multi-center integration Link
• Visualization * Link
• How this will change medicine * Link
•

Conclusion and our team Link

Basic Biology
• Organisms need to produce proteins for a variety of
functions over a lifetime
– Enzymes to catalyze reactions
– Structural support
– Hormone to signal other parts of the organism

• Problem one: how to encode the instructions for making a
specific protein
• Step one: nucleotides

Basic Biology
• Complementary nucleotides form base pairs
• Base pairs are put together in chains (strands)
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3’

3’
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• Naturally form double helixes
• Redundant information in each strand

Chromosomes
• We do not know exactly how strands of DNA wind up to make a
chromosome
• Each chromosome has a single double-strand of DNA
• 22 human chromosomes are paired
• In human females, there are two X chromosomes
• In males, one X and one Y

What does a gene look like?
• Each gene encodes instructions to make a single protein
• DNA before a gene is called upstream, and can contain
regulatory elements
• Introns may be within the code for the protein
• There is a code for the start and end of the protein
coding portion
• Theoretically, the biological system can determine
promoter regions and intron-exon boundaries using the
sequence syntax alone

Area between genes
• The human genome contains 3 billion base pairs (3000 Mb)
but only 35 thousand genes
• The coding region is 90 Mb (only 3% of the genome)
• Over 50% of the genome
is repeated sequences
– Long interspersed
nuclear elements
– Short interspersed
nuclear elements
– Long terminal repeats
– Microsatellites

• Many repeated
sequences are different
between individuals

Genome size
• We’re the smartest, so we must have the
largest genome, right?
• Not quite
• Our genome contains
3000 Mb
(~750 megabytes)
•
•
•
•
•

E. coli has 4 Mb
Yeast has 12 Mb
Pea has 4800 Mb
Maize has 5000 Mb
Wheat has 17000 Mb

Genomes of other organisms
• Plasmodium falciparum chromosome 2

Gardner M, et al. Science; 282: 1126 (1998).

mRNA is made from DNA
• Genes encode
instructions to make
proteins
• The design of a protein
needs to be duplicable
• mRNA is transcribed
from DNA within the
nucleus
• mRNA moves to the
cytoplasm, where the
protein is formed

Protein

Digitizing amino acid codes
• Proteins are made of 20
(21) amino acids
• Yet each position can
only be one of 4
nucleotides
• Nature evolved into using
3 nucleotides to encode
a single amino acid
• A chain of amino acids is
made from mRNA

Genetic Code

Nature; 409: 860 (2001).
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Protein targeting
• The first few amino acids may serve as a signal peptide
• Works in conjunction with other cellular machinery to
direct protein to the right place

Transcriptional Regulation
• Amount of protein is roughly governed by RNA level
• Transcription into RNA can be activated or repressed by
transcription factors

What starts the process?
• Transcriptional programs
can start from
– Hormone action on receptors
– Shock or stress to the cell
– New source of, or lack of
nutrients
– Internal derangement of cell
or genome
– Many, many other internal
and external stimuli

Temporal Programs
• Segmentation versus Homeosis: same two houses at
different times

Scott M. Cell; 100: 27 (2000).

mRNA
• mRNA can be transcribed at up to several hundred
nucleotides per minute
• Some eukaryotic genes can take many hours to
transcribe
– Dystrophin takes 20 hours to transcribe

• Most mRNA ends with poly-A, so it is easy to pick out
• Can look for the presence of specific mRNA using the
complementary sequence

Periodic Table for Biology
• Knowing all the genes
is the equivalent of
knowing the periodic
table of the elements
• Instead of a table,
our periodic table
may read like a tree

More Information
• Department of Energy Primer on
Molecular Genetics
http://www.ornl.gov/hgmis/publicat/pr
imer/primer.pdf

• T. A. Brown, Genomes, John Wiley and
Sons, 1999.

Common Challenges
• High bandwidth data collection
– Physiological measurements with high sample rates
– Higher density microarrays

• Data storage
– 15% US population = 200 million multiGB images
– Raw sequencing trace files for one human = 300 terabytes

Kohane I. JAMIA; 7: 512 (2000).

Common Challenges
• Measurement Noise
– Artifacts in physiological measures
– Poor expression measurement
reproducibility

• Data Models
– Lack of standards in medical records
• HL7, HIPAA

– Too many standards in bioinformatics
• Gene Expression Markup Language (GEML)
• Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
• Microarray Markup Language (MAML)

– Medical record as sample annotation

Common Challenges
• Many frequencies and phase shifts
– Clinical endocrinology spans seconds to decades
– What are the naturally occurring genomic frequencies?

• What is the relevant source for data?
– What is the functional tissue for sleep apnea, hypertension,
diabetes?

Common Challenges
• Comparing new signals to old

Common Challenges
• Continued development of
controlled vocabularies
HL7

Common Challenges
• Security

HL7

• Privacy
• Ethics

How many samples do we need?
• To prove an 8% difference in event-free survival,
is it easier to use 10 patients or 100 patients?
• To make a list of genes that differentiate patients with
early relapse from LTDFS, is it easier to use 1 sample of
each, or 100 samples of each?

Relapse
LTDFS

Yeoh, et al. Cancer Cell 2002, 1: 133.

Relapse

LTDFS

With
microarray
diagnostics,
sample size
is less about
power…

…and
much
more
about
modeling
the
variation
of the
condition

How do we avoid overfitting?
• In other words, with too few samples, it is too easy to
overfit the measurements, especially when measuring 20
to 30 thousand genes
• We have techniques like support vector machines that
even further expand the number of features
• And even the ones we get wrong, we later find they’re
been misclassified, or define a new subgroup…

Yeoh, et al. Cancer Cell 2002, 1: 133.

Cross-validation
• Random permutation and cross-validation are
commonly used in evaluating strategies for
picking diagnostic genes
• These can help reduce the danger of overfitting
• But only additional samples will allow algorithms
to learn the variation in disease
• This reduces false positives

Using Genomics to Diagnose

• Difficulty
distinguishing
between leukemias
• Microarrays can find
genes that help make
the diagnosis easier
Golub TR. Science 286:531, 1999.

Using Genomics to Predict

Alizadeh AA. Nature
403:503, 2000

• Patients with seemingly the same B-cell
lymphoma
• Looking at pattern of activated genes
helped discover two subsets of
lymphoma
• Big differences in survival

Using Genomics to Treat

• Genes will help us determine which drugs
to use in particular disease subtypes
• Genes will help us predict those who get
side-effects
Sesti F. PNAS 97:10613, 2000

Using Genomics to Find New Drugs

• The human genome project and
genomics will help us find new drugs
• The entire pharmaceutical industry
currently targets 500 cellular targets;
this will grow to 3,000 to 10,000
Scherf, U. Nature Genetics 24:236.
Butte, AJ. PNAS 97:12182.

Many physicians do not know
how to use the genome

After microarrays comes wafers…
• Chromosome 21 has 21 million base-pairs
• 5 inch square wafers (by Perlegen) hold 3.4 billion
probes
• Can sequence an entire chromosome in one
experiment
• Each scan takes up around 10 terabytes

Take Home Points
• Not all pathways will be reverse engineered
by microarrays

• With microarrays, sample size plays a larger
role in accuracy rather than power
• Due to rapidly changing information, one
is never truly finished analyzing a
microarray data set

Bioinformatics and
Integrative Genomics
big.chip.org
NIH Funded
New PhD training
program in
bioinformatics for
quantitative
individuals
Includes training in wetand dry-biology,
clinical medicine
First class Fall 2002

Microarrays for an Integrative Genomics
• The first text-book on microarray analysis and
experimental design
• Barnes and Noble, Borders, Amazon: US$32-40
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